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Silver Bay 6th Graders at the Capitol
By Kitty Mayo

Silver Bay sixth graders spent
a day at the state capitol on October 10th, learning about art, history, and the legislative process.
Rick Frericks, sixth grade
teacher at William Kelley, says
this is the first capitol field trip
for the school's sixth grade in
many years. Frericks has taught
at William Kelley for 30 years,
and says that in the past the sixth
grade would participate in online
interactive events with the Minnesota Historical Society with an
actor in St. Paul to learn about
state history, however, that program has ended.
About 30 students traveled by
bus to St. Paul, a trip that would
have been impossible without
financial support from the Northern Lake County Arts Board
through the Duluth Superior
Area Community Fund - Silver
Bay Charitable Fund. Frericks
said that the expensive cost of
transportation was the issue that
would have kept them from going on the field trip.
The students were able to go
on a Civil War tour, focusing on
the First and Second Minnesota
regiments that fought in the Civil
War. Students viewed original

Photo taken by the official photographer for the Senate.
paintings in the Governor's Reception Room, and were able to
see in person a painting that they
had just looked at days earlier in
their textbooks.
Frericks says the experience really brought history to life
through art, and connected real
life events with ones the students
had only read about.

lucky enough to be introduced to
Chief Justice Lorie Skjerven
Gildea, who took questions from
the students, and students learned
that Minnesota was the first state
to have a majority of women on
its Supreme Court (this first happened in 1991, and again in 2016
when Anne McKeig became the
first Native American Justice in
Minnesota).

After touring the Supreme
Court chamber the students were

Unexpectedly running into an
acquaintance who works at the

capitol, Frericks' class was able
to get a “behind the scenes” tour
of the Senate Chamber. Students
sat in the senators' chairs and
learned about the process of a
bill, then the class voted on a
mock bill for whether vending
machines should be allowed in
schools.
“It was a wonderful trip, we got
to see the capitol in all its glory,”
said Frericks.

North Shore Area Partners Starts Home Care Program
By Kitty Mayo
North Shore Area Partners
(NSAP) has expanded their services beyond volunteers helping
seniors maintain their independence, and now they have moved
into providing in-home assistance
by paid staff.
Twenty-five percent of people
in Silver Bay are already over the
age of 65, and by 2030 projections say that number will have
climbed to greater than 50 percent
of the population over age 65.
Those are numbers that NSAP
says are so compelling that they
indicate a pressing need for
greater support for those whose
goal is to age at home.
Lise Abasz, NSAP executive
director, says that even a little bit
of extra help can make a big difference in extending the time that
elders can live safely and economically in their own homes.
Approached last year by a private home care agency, NSAP
began to explore the problem
more deeply. While the private
company ultimately decided that
a home-care business based in
Silver Bay would not be sufficiently profitable, the NSAP

board began to think of how they
could step into the gap.
“It got us thinking that as a
nonprofit we might be able to
find the resources through grants
that a for-profit couldn't,” Abasz
said, “We realized maybe it is
possible, and no one else is going
to do it.”
NSAP was able to acquire
funding from the Lloyd K.
Johnson Foundation for licensing, received a staff training grant
from Northland Foundation, and
a $95,000 two year grant from
the Minnesota Department of Human Services.
Starting with hiring two home
health aids, Abasz says that
NSAP will offer basic assistance,
primarily of the homemaking variety, focusing on the cares that
can make the biggest difference
in independence.
Eventually NSAP plans to offer
assistance with dressing and
bathing tasks, and eventually will
add a health and medical component.
“It's a big deal to start asking
for and accepting help, eventually

we hope to expand to fill the gap
with the whole home care continuum and far in the distance go
all the way to nursing care,”
Abasz stated.
Able to work within a smaller
margin than a for-profit company,
NSAP plans to attract and retain
staff by paying a good wage, and
applying flexibility in scheduling.
Volunteer retirees might move
into paid positions as needed,
with just a little extra training.
NSAP plans to reach ten individuals in their first year, adding
more clients as they grow. Abasz
says this can create a significant
cost savings that can extend life
at home considerably.
“People can be reluctant to
spend their money on homecare
services, but if they get the care
now when they need it monitoring chronic illnesses can avoid
crises and they will be able to
stretch their money out much
longer,” Abasz said, adding,
“Now we can make it easier and
more comfortable with local
people helping so seniors can be
at their best as they age.”
Cathy Nagler, program man-

ager and medical lead for the new
home care program, says that expanding their services slowly will
build a solid foundation. Eventually, Nagler hopes that post-hospitalization care for seniors will
be added to NSAP's services,
with trained nursing staff able to
provide wound and skin care, and
administer medications.
“We already have more certified nursing assistants that are interested, and we are selecting the
right people for these positions
that are motivated by the right
reasons,” Nagler said.
Supporting elders with dementia and Alzheimer's disease is another part of the future plan for
NSAP, with respite care services
on an “as-needed” basis. Nagler
explains that in cases with dementia or Alzheimer's needs can
be stop-and-go.
“Dementia is a gradual process,
sometimes needs arise that need
to be covered for a few months,
then not. Initially, in dementia
there are good and bad days and
people need someone to show up
and make sure they have a plan
and that they will put it into action,” Nagler said.
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